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6 x reasons why Poland? 

1. Large market: 38 mln inhabitants
2. Young (53% are under 35 years old), love mountains and touring

3. Switzerland is a top choice destination: in the last decade no other 
European source market grew as strongly as Poland

4. All year round (Su 50% vs. Wi 50%) and all over Switzerland
5. Length of stay: 2.6 hotel ON
6. CHF 160 of expenses per person and day
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Market figures.
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Overnights 2021.
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Who are the Polish guests in Switzerland?
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2020/21 was a very successful winter season.

1. Given the Covid-19 restrictions, many new Polish Tour Operators 
(re)discovered Switzerland during the 2020/21 winter season.

2. The excellent numbers of January 2021 remained high throughout the first 
quarter 2021, with a relatively even distribution across regions and 
destinations.

3. Most Tour Operators keep Swiss destinations in their offers going forward: 
this is a unique opportunity to strengthen existing partnerships and develop 
new ones.

4. And this is a very good base for the future.
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Segments Poland.
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Market trends.

1. Travel agencies are back (cancellation policy, flexibility, support, package 
prices)

2. Travel by car and campervan are booming

3. Paper is back (long life, exclusive, allways in combination with digital/SoMe)
4. Nature is back (sustainable, reduce carbon foot print, slow food, slow travel)
5. Podcasts (more and more popular)
6. Microinfuencers are required

7. The youngest are in focus
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Our strategy 2023.

1. To bring Switzerland to the most relevant segments to the right tools and 
channels at the right time. Focus on Swisstainable, InS, 100% women.

2. Focus on nature, touring and outdoor activities but also on responsible 
travel, eco-friendly transport, smart cities, local traditions and slow food. 

3. To inspire an eco-aware and sensitive audience while presenting them 
travel, adventure and photography experiences by the best influencers. 

4. Integration of the partner with all relevant activities incl. KMM/KAM trips.

5. Budget: Summer - 50%, Winter – 40%, Cities – 10%
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KAM - strategy.

1. Bringing guests to Switzerland for diverse experience - GToS, scenic train
rides, mountains trips, winter ski fun

2. Joint marketing campaigns with carefully choosen TOs (e.g. Itaka, 
Logostour, Snow Show, Wild Holiday, Taksidi, Funclub, Zero Gravity, 
Interhome) 

3. Mix of marketing activities: digital, influencers etc.
4. Obligatory integration of ST messages - InS, #, films, key visuals
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KAM – activities. 

1. Integration in our NL to our KAM, about 1’300 addresses
2. Posts in our private FB group for the tourist professionals (KAM, KMM), 

about 500 followers

3. Sales calls, webinars, also exclusive
4. Events in Poland, also exlusive (lunch, dinner)
5. Integration in the business plans with selected KAM
6. Fam trips for KAM and/or agents – hosting in your destination

7. Workshop in Poland and in Switzerland
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KMM - strategy.

1. Less journalists, more influencers
2. More microinfluencers starting from 7-8k followers

3. FB/YT/IG/TikTok

4. More individuals trips than groups
5. Flexible, busy, open minded, allways on the road
6. Exclusive projects with influencers for your destination
7. Cross projects – eguides with the input of influencers

8. Not only travel – photo, cuisine, lifestyle, fittness, biking, trail running etc. 
9. But print is still important
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KMM – activities.

1. Integration in NL to media/influencers
2. Media/influencer trips to your destination

3. Media events in Poland, also exclusive (dinner, lunch)

4. Launches, integration in the documentation for Summer / Winter launch
5. Influencers projects incl. the paid SoMe campaigns of their posts
6. Working with a celebrity, with around 500’000 und up followers
7. Focus on relevant targets (lifestyle, winter, touring, cuisine, trail running, 

nature photography, hiking, biking etc.)  
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Activation and digitalisation – projects mix (I).

1. Swisstainable map for customers, tips, experiences and stories, incl. 
distribution and promotion, online version with QR code, 50’000 copies

2. Special with 16 pages in Neewsweek, focus on Swisstainable, 120’000 
copies, half a page for the partner

3. Summer with gazeta.pl – online partnership exclusive in articles, banners 
and SoMe, 50’000 contacts

4. Your week – take over of our ST FB (15’000 followers) with daily partners 
messages incl. our FB stories, additonal FB posts during the whole year
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Activation and digitalisation – projects mix (II).

1. Special magazines for outdoor (Gory), monothematic (at least 70% of 
Switzerland), with articles, photogalleries, presentation of your destination, 
incl. promotion online and in SoMe 

2. Behavioral display digital campaign across all relevant online sites, 
cookieless creations, with links directly to partner’s microsite

3. Winter events in your destination with a KAM/ski distributor – Polish days 
with ski testing, family activities, competitions etc.
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Our proposal 2023 for you!
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Digital package at CHF 5’000.

1. Online and SoMe activities, under the roof of main ST campaigns and 
exclusive for the partner:
§ posts on ST FB, additional promotion of selected posts
§ take over ST local account for one week

§ b2c NL

2. Integration in our online campaign So or Wi (photo galleries, articles, 
partner’s weekends, content placement, branded partnerships - tbd.)

3. Digital campaign on targeted portals
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Display campaign. 
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KAM package at CHF 7’000.

1. Focus on sustainable/swisstainable travel experiences. 
2. Mix of push sales activities, including:

§ sales calls or thematic breakfast/lunch
§ B2B NL, ca. 1’400 addresses

§ thematic webinars

§ fam trips at your destination

§ promotional activities of selected offers together with TOs
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SoMe KAM.
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Influencer project at CHF 5’000.

1. Min. 3-day (3 nights) exclusive influencer trip to your destination for 1-2 
participants. Segment and topic tbd. Communication during and after the trip 
on the influencers’ channels plus additional SoMe paid campaign. 

2. The cost for package incl. SoMe paid campaign, stay and the influencer’s 
fee. 

3. Transport costs to be covered by ST.
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Influencers (I).
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Influencers (II).
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NGT – 100% Swisstainable, at CHF 1’500.    

1. 100% Switzerland. 
2. Monothematic special print edition of NGTraveler with around 60 pages 

3. Focus on Swisstainable Switzerland - offers, tipps

4. 3 months on sale. Incl. transfer of selected content online and intensive 
SoMe campaign of NG profiles.

5. 2 pages for partner - free to use (picture, advertorial, add, offers etc.)
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NG Traveler. 
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Package Silver at CHF 15’000.

1. One season (Su or Wi) OR one segment campaign as a mix of participation 
in the ST main campaign (Swisstainable) and exclusive activities for the 
partner (tbd). Focus on segments after consultation with a partner.

2. A mix of activities B2C and B2B e.g.: B2C and B2B NL, ST FB 
3. Paid post campaigns and FB take over, digital campaigns

4. KAM sales calls, fam trips, webinars, business plans and offers promotions
5. KMM meetings exclusive/non-exclusive, media breakfast/lunch, trips

6. Printed ST map (50’000 circ.), specials (Newsweek and others)
7. Other projects incl. supplements in media, exclusive fence of the embassy

8. ST plus 20% 
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Package Gold at CHF 25’000. 

1. One year (Su or Wi) OR multi segment campaign as a mix of participation in 
the ST main campaign (Swisstainable) and exclusive activities for the 
partner (tbd). Focus on segments after consultation with a partner.

2. A mix of activities B2C and B2B e.g.: B2C and B2B NL, ST FB 
3. Paid post campaigns and FB take over, digital campaigns

4. KAM sales calls, fam trips, webinars, business plans and offers promotions
5. KMM meetings exclusive/non-exclusive, media breakfast/lunch, trips

6. Printed ST map (50’000 circ.), specials (Newsweek and others)
7. Other projects incl. supplements in media, exclusive fence of the embassy

8. ST plus 20% 
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Your participation.

Starts from CHF 1’500.
Mix of diverse activities, print, online, events, trade, influencers

Focus on your segments

Main campaign & exclusive activities for you
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Who are we? Where are we? 
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Adriana, MM
22 years with ST

Marta
9 years with ST

Swiss Embassy 
Warsaw

Who are we? Where are we? 



Danke! Merci! Grazie! Grazia! 
Dziękujemy!




